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MANAGER’S STATEMENT – 1996 ANNUAL REPORT 
 

 

 

This is the first manager’s report since the listing of your company’s shares on the Stock 

Exchange of Mauritius and, therefore, I feel that it is appropriate that I give you some 

background information on your company. Promotion and Development Limited (PAD) was 

incorporated in 1984 as a fully owned subsidiary of Fincorp Investment Limited, previously the 

Mauritius Commercial Bank Finance Corporation Limited (MCBFC), which was in turn a 

subsidiary of the Mauritius Commercial Bank Limited (MCB). In 1987, the MCBFC sold its 

controlling interest in PAD to its minority shareholders on a pro rata basis in order to allow 

them to participate directly in a company which was then seen to have good growth 

prospects, and today we can see that this decision was justified. 

 

The first major milestone in your company’s history was the acquisition in 1989 from United 

Docks Limited of approximately ten arpents of land in the Port Louis seafront area via its 

subsidiary, Caudan Development Limited. The land at that time was occupied by 35 tenants 

who were using old warehouses for various light industrial and storage activities. Between 

July 1989 and December 1994, three industrial buildings were built to rehouse the tenants, a 

master plan for the development of the site for mixed commercial use was commissioned and 

funds were raised for Phase 1. PAD’s 58 per cent share of Caudan Development Limited is 

worth MRs473 million, and represents 41 per cent of your company’s total assets. At the time 

of writing, Le Caudan Waterfront is scheduled to open on November 25th 1996 and the 

project is within budget. All the commercial units are let and demand for the office space is 

picking up. The new complex will transform the city’s landscape, and give a much needed 

boost to inland tourism. 

 

Apart from Caudan, a relatively small amount of your company’s assets is in the form of 

property holdings and private equity. The bulk of the remainder is invested in companies 

listed on the Stock Exchange. The performance of these assets, although acceptable when 

compared to that of the SEMDEX, has been less than satisfactory. The decline began in early 
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1995, at which time there was recognition of overheating and has not stopped up to now 

despite a brief upswing at the beginning of 1996 after the elections. A number of factors have 

been attributed to this steady decline. Although double digit inflation and unemployment are 

points of concern, all the productive sectors of the economy are performing very well and this 

is not being reflected in the stock market. The result is that Mauritian shares are today 

relatively cheap when compared to other similar emerging markets. However, the cash-rich 

institutions such as life insurance and pension funds are not buying as one would expect for 

three basic reasons: 

 some believe that the market has not yet bottomed out and are waiting for further 

price falls, 

 some are switching into foreign currency assets as a hedge against a declining rupee, 

 many, unfortunately, are extremely risk averse and are thus underweight in equities, 

despite the fact that equities, like property, are a long term hedge against inflation 

and equities, unlike property, are relatively liquid. 

There is no magic formula. Unless these institutions play the game, prices will continue to be 

flat despite sound underlying economic performance and small investors, already with burnt 

fingers, will not be rushing back. 

 

Notwithstanding the poor performance of the equity market, your company’s shares, at the 

time of writing, are standing at MRs13 and are, therefore, traded at a discount of 

approximately 41% to net asset value (NAV). This is an unusually large discount and one which 

cannot be explained. Your company holds no strategic investments. All the assets are for sale, 

at a price, which means that the shares should trade much closer to the NAV. One of the 

problems is that the Stock Exchange of Mauritius does not insist that investment companies 

and funds publish their NAV’s regularly. I understand that this will change with the coming 

into force soon of the new listing rules. 

 

P R OS P ECTS  

Over the next ten years I believe that Mauritius will emerge as an important regional trade, 

shopping, tourist, air transit, financial and diplomatic centre. This is not merely wishful 

thinking. Your company is one of five core shareholders in the Mauritius Freeport 

Development Company Limited, which has leased 30 hectares from the government in the Mer 

Rouge area for a multiphased development comprising of warehousing, cold storage and 

transformation units. Construction begins before the end of the year and operations start in 
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early 1998, to coincide with the start of operations of the new container terminal. This is a 

significant step towards becoming a regional trade centre. 

 

However, private sector initiatives cannot be realised in isolation. Government has an 

important role to play as facilitator. The construction of a Port Louis ring road, the review of 

air access policy, the modernisation of the legal framework, such as the Landlord and Tenant 

Act and the Non-citizens (Property Restriction) Act, are now overdue. This, together with a 

stable rupee and investments in education, telecommunications, airport and water 

retention/distribution are all vital for the long term prosperity of the country. 

 

 
 

René Leclézio 

Port Louis, Mauritius 

October 17th, 1996 

 

 

 

 


